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COMPANY PROFILE

TEMAS engineering is a small Company which developed the know
how in manufacturing industrial components since 1976, when the first

family Company started working out various specializations in the
automotive field, developing products in stainless steel and other

technological materials.

Since 2001 TEMAS engineering is producing EMI/RFI gaskets, EMC
solutions and has gained a deep expertise in shielding techniques for

industrial and military electronics equipment.

Our product lines consist of a wide range of fingerstock gaskets(present 
catalogue), shielding gaskets, EMI/RFI optical filters and air ventilation/filtration 

panels.
All the articles can reduce the electromagnetic noise usually associated

with electronics and are installed inside or around the enclosures or cabinets
containing it. The dimension of these enclosures may be as small as a

pace-maker, or as large as a shelter for telecommunications.

Manufacturing capability of TEMAS engineering is of medium and long running 
production, including quick prototyping, customizing and shielding needs 

characterization.
We serve many fields, such as electronics industries, telecommunications, 
aerospace, information technology, HF tooling equipment, medical devices.

For advice on application and designing for EMC (Electro-Magnetic    Compatibility) 
please contact us at one of the addresses shown at the bottom of each page of this 

catalogue. 
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FINGERSTOCK GASKETS
 

Application 

Due to their outstanding material 
and electrical characteristics, 
beryllium copper fingers of different 
shapes and dimensions are used in 
the following industries: 
Broadcasting, telecommunications 
industrial control, measuring and 
instrumentation, aerospace 
technology, nuclear physics and 
data processing. Contact fingers and 
rings made of beryllium copper are 
used at all radio and microwave 
frequencies, for instance as contacts 
to valves and tuning components as 

well as for shielding. 
 
Material Properties 

The beryllium copper (CuBe2) used 
for our products is a quality tested 
quench hardening spring material. It 
is noteworthy for its yield point, 
tensile strength and elasticity, good 
electrical conductivity, high fatigue 
strength as well as its resistance to 
abrasion and corrosion. The good 
thermal conductivity coupled with 
hardness eliminates sparking. The 
raw material is non-magnetic and 
has an excellent temperature 
performance. 

 
 

Physical Characteristics 

Specific weight:                  8.4 g/cm3 
Melting point:                          900 °C 
Coefficient to expansion: (20-200°C) 

17x10-6/°C 
Thermal      0.27 cal/cm s °C 
Conductivity:                1.13 W/cm °C                                  
Vickers hardness:                 350-430 
Bending resistance at 
108 cycles strength:  250-290 N/mm2 
Modulus of  
elasticity:                   135 000 N/mm2 

Modulus of  
torsion:                        47 000 N/mm2 

Spring bending 
limit:                          820-950 N/mm2 

Electrical 
conductivity:          12.5-13 m/Ω mm2 

 
Material Options 

 Material: hardened or 
unhardened 

 Finish: bright finish, silver, gold, 
zinc, bright tin, tin lead, bright 
nickel or according to customer 
specifications. Plating codes: see 
page 16 

 
 
 
 

 Material in stock: hardened and 
bright finish or hardened and 
silver or tin plated 4-6 μm. 

 
Components 

 As a single finger , contact strip 
or contact ring 

 Contact strips are carried as 
stock items 

 Almost all contact strips can be 
formed by the user into contact 
rings 

 
Special finger 

New shapes and special types 
available at short notice. 
 
Please note: 

While we believe the information in 
this document to be correct and in 
accordance with DIN or MIL 
standard, we cannot guarantee 
electrical specification and we 
accept no responsibility for any 
errors or misprints. Details are 
subject to change without 
notification.      
 

Type of Material 
 
BC:  Beryllium Copper  
SS:   Stainless Steel (where available) 
 
 
 
Surface Finish and Plating Codes 
 
-02    bright finish 
-03    gold 
-04    silver 
-15    zinc chromate/clear 
-17    bright tin 
-19    bright nickel 
-00    customer specification 

     

Ordering information 
EXAMPLE 

 
P/N:  BC 0000-00 
   Surface Finish and Plating 
   Part Number 
   Type of Material 
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CONTACT STRIPS
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TWISTED CONTACT STRIPS

MINI-TWISTED CONTACT STRIPS
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RFI-EMI SHIELDING

Electrical Properties

Excellent shielding values > 100 dB at 100 MHz

Application

Shielding of doors and other movable parts in shielded rooms and enclosures

Monting

Using rivets, screws or soldering

Ordering example

Contact strip Form V2 / Part no. 8801, Beryllium-Copper material, standard length

 --> BC 8801-02
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bright finish
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CURVED FINGERS
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SLIPPY FINGERS
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GROUNDING AND SHIELD STRIPS
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SLOT-MOUNT SHIELDS
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TRACKS AND ACCESSORIES
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ROUNDED SHIELDS

Surface finishes for all shields

Code

- 02

- 03

- 04

- 15

- 17

- 19

- 00
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You can choose from a wide range of standard surface finishes.

Just add the code as a suffix to the part number while ordering.

For exaple BC 9760-17 means a shield form HR1 with tin plating 

surface finish.

custom

Surface finish

Other special finishes are available upon request.

bright nickel

bright finish

gold plating

silver plating

zinc chromate

bright tin
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PCB CONTACT FINGERS

Low profile gaskets

Low profile gaskets, hook-on type
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CONTACT STRIPS AND RINGS

Material options

Material:  hardened(available from stock) or unhardened

Finish:  bright finish or silver plated

Special options

Component:  as a single finger, contact strip(available from stock) or contact ring

Note:  almost all strips could be form int a ring by user
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DIN Connector gaskets
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SHIELDED CASES AND CABINETS

Description

These products are realized and supplied according to customer specification and drawing

Standard materials:  carbon steel, stainless steel and aluminium 

Shielding and grounding:  fingers or other emc gaskets available as standard

Options: -  ventilation openings with shielding panel(or air filter)

-  inspection window with emc optical filter
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PCB SCREENS
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EMI/RFI SHIELDING
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ASK FOR THE SPECIFIC PAPER CATALOGUE

ALSO AVAILABLE IN "PDF" FORMAT

(download from www.temas.it)


